
1 Halloween is undoubtedly a family moment – costumes, pumpkin carving and 
sweet treats galore. It’s a kid’s dream! So tap into this family fun and appeal 
to younger ones by transforming your offering with endearingly spooky 
characters. 

Our Darkly Donut is as scary as it is delicious! For little ones that prefer to 
munch on a monster, we’ve got Franky Cookies. Or catch the eyes of witch 
and wizard wannabes with Penny Muffin. They look impressive, right?  
Lucky for you they’re all super easy to create and we’ve got video tutorials  
to take you through how to make these wonderful creations.
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LOVE AT FIRST BITE 
HOW TO GIVE YOUR  
OFFERING A SPOOK-TACULAR 
HALLOWEEN MAKEOVER
 Dawn’s American heritage means Halloween is always earmarked in our calendars – and it should be a key date in 
your agenda too. Growing year on year in Europe, it pays for bakers to adapt their offering for this spooky seasonal 
event. 

As a whole, seasonal claims are predicted to grow by 7% over the next four years on US menus, with similar trends predicted for 
Europe.1 Sweet bakery has the highest amount of seasonal products so this should be the focus of any seasonal strategy.2

Creating Halloween-themed applications doesn’t need to mean reinventing the wheel or starting from scratch. Revamping your 
existing offering with a scary look, “gruesome” effects or unexpected flavours is the best place to start. Think of this as an excuse 
to embrace your inner child, be playful and get creative! 

We’ve got a whole bunch of ideas to get you started so you can (trick or) treat your customers 
to some spook-tastic delights.

1 Datassentials, 2019  2 Datassentials, 2019 



3 Want to serve up something new but not sure where to 
start? Look Stateside for inspiration – our American cousins 
sure know how to make Halloween big and bold after all. 
From muffin and brownie mixes to the perfect blood red 
velvet cake or donuts you can adapt to ooze a gruesome 
green filling, our American mixes are great foundations for 
creating authentic and delicious recipes with your own eerie 
twist.

GO ALL 
AMERICAN

If you want more ideas for how to surf on seasonal events and celebrate with Dawn, 

check out our IDEAS AND INSIGHTS FOR FESTIVITIES ACROSS THE WHOLE YEAR. 

3 Proprietary Dawn Qualitative Research 2020 

4 We heard from bakers in our research last year that using effective consumer 
packaging, decorations and product alterations are the top ways to stand out 
during the holidays and we couldn’t agree more.3 If passing customers have to 
come right up to the counter to discover your Halloween offering then you may 
well lose passive passersby. Creating a Halloween window display will help you 
catch people’s eyes and draw them inside. 

Your Halloween decorations don’t have to be too complex either. Go classic 
with carved pumpkins (especially great if you’re serving up pumpkin flavoured 
delights), hang fake spiders and webs, or use coloured light in green or orange 
for a simple but effective effect. Remember, you still want your store front 
to look enticing so don’t go too gruesome! And if you can put some of your 
Halloween baked creations front and centre then all the better. 

DON’T FORGET 
THE DECORATIONS

2 For baked goods that still fit the Halloween theme but feel a bit more 
grown up, focus on flavours and colours. Our pumpkin filling is 
always a winner at this time of year. The comforting, warm and spicy 
flavour makes it ideal for both baked or unbaked goods –  
from pumpkin spice brownies to cheesecake pumpkin swirls. 

Or you can use our tasty, preservative-free compounds to add flavour 
to your icings and creams in Halloween shades. Pastel greens, 
oranges or even purple will give your existing offering a subtle 
Halloween transformation.

USE SEASONAL COLOURS 
AND FLAVOURS

https://www.dawnfoods.com/eu/products/bakery-ingredients/american-mixes-bases-and-concentrates
https://www.dawnfoods.com/eu/campaigns/celebrate-with-dawn
https://www.dawnfoods.com/eu/products/bakery-ingredients/fillings/pumpkin-filling
https://www.dawnfoods.com/eu/products/bakery-ingredients/compounds

